CASE STUDY

our customer
Euro-TV
Euro-TV was looking for a solution for their OB van. The sources are EVS servers and an HP server and it should be possible to switch between the sources. With its special VGA resolution which is unique the HP server was the biggest challenge.
the kvm-tec solution

For this special requirement Euro TV used our MASTERline Extender in copper. It is the ideal solution for this project and the compact design makes it perfect for OB vans. Masterline has a wide range of functions and features. The VGA option, which allowed the connection to the HP server. EuroTV could go with the existing Switches, because kvm-tec products are compatible with standard network components.
the resolution

With this ergonomic solution EuroTV has a superfast switching between the different sources in the OB van. For managing and observing all informations of the HP server the Extenders had to be compatible with standard network components. through the in-house development of kvm-tec all this requirements could be managed.